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Hubble Ultra Deep Field, the oldest objects in 
the Universe ever imaged by the telescope.
Image: NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope.
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We have tried with this brochure to present the Astro-
nomical Observatory in Belgrade as it is today, to show 
you the research performed here at this me, and to in-
troduce its researchers to the wider public - from expe-
rienced leading researchers to young associates whose rienced leading researchers to young associates whose 
careers are at the very beginning, and who represent the 
future of the Observatory. 

Year 2012 marks 125 years since now distant 1887 when 
the Astronomical Observatory was founded.   In the past, 
the Observatory had its difficult moments and the brilliant 
ones, ups and downs, but it has progressed, grew  and

developed constantly and unstoppably at all mes.  Today we can proudly say that the 
Observatory, with more than 40 astronomers, out of which nearly half have Ph.D. diplo-
mas, is one of the most successful scienfic instutes in Serbia.  Awards and projects mas, is one of the most successful scienfic instutes in Serbia.  Awards and projects 
which have honoured the Observatory and its associates on the world’s scienfic stage 
are the result of good work and the successful compleon of the first construcon phase 
of the Astronomical Staon Vidojevica.  The preparaon for procurement and installaon 
of modern large telescopes "Milanković" tesfies to the fact that the Observatory and its 
people are able to cope with the most complex challenges, and opens up broad opportu-
nies for further, more qualitave research.  I hope that the pages in front of you will nies for further, more qualitave research.  I hope that the pages in front of you will 
provide an accurate picture of the Astronomical Observatory today and highlight the 
prospects for its further development. 

Director,
Dr. Zoran Knežević

Welcome!
Astronomical Observatory, 

Belgrade.

Library.

Astronomical Staon 
Vidojevica, near Prokuplje.
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1. Introducon
Astronomical Observatory Belgrade (AOB) is the 
only scienfic instuon in Serbia which is professi-
onally performing scienfic research in the field of onally performing scienfic research in the field of 
modern Astronomy. AOB is one of the oldest acve 
scienfic instuons, not only in Serbia, but also in 
the region of South-Eastern Europe. Addionally, 
AOB is the largest astronomical observatory in the 
Western Balkans. 

Aer the split into Astronomical and MeteoroloAer the split into Astronomical and Meteorolo-
gical Observatory in 1924, Astronomical Observa-
tory was relocated to the hill of Veliki Vračar. Since 
1929, AOB is sited at this very locaon. Vojislav 
Mišković was elected as the first head of the new, 
modern Observatory. From that me the hill itself, 
along with the surrounding area, is called Zvezdara 
(the Starry Hill), aer the Observatory. The building (the Starry Hill), aer the Observatory. The building 
was designed by Czech architect Jan Dubovy, and it 
is the first modernisc building in Belgrade. 

From the beginning, the scienfic research carried 
out at the Observatory has been following the 
trends in Astronomy. At first, scienfic focus was on 
the observing acvies: determinaon of the exact

AOB was founded on April 7, 1887, jointly with the 
Meteorological Observatory of Belgrade. The first 
appointed director of the Observatory and the fo-
unding iniator was Milan Nedeljković, a Professor
of the Great School at the me.  

Up to the mid-1960’s, AOB had been achieving out-
standing observing results. The Great refractor, 65 
cm in diameter, was one of the best opcal tel-
escopes in Europe around that me. In total, AOB 
has six pavilions equipped with opcal instruments 
that have gathered a very useful load of astronomi-
cal data. Today, the instrumentaon is only used for 
the basic training of students. 

Astronomical Observatory successfully connues 
with astronomical observaons. The newly founded 
Astronomical Staon, located at the mountain of Vi-
dojevica near the city of Prokuplje, has become fully 
operaonal with much more convenient observing 
condions.

Rapid expansion of the city centre, as well as the 
urbanisaon of the district Zvezdara had dimin-
ished the observing condions in the area. The light 
and air polluon, along with the higher concentra-
on of the aerosols in the air have greatly dimin-
ished the efficiency of the telescope. 

me, longitude and latude, producon of the star 
catalogues, discovery of the small Solar System 
bodies, calculaon of their orbits as well as observa-
ons of the binary stars. With the development of 
Astrophysics, the first regular solar acvity observa-
ons and those of variable stars were iniated. 
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Galaxy NGC 4526 and its supernova 
1994D. Image: NASA/ESA HST.

The Great Refractor.

AOB Headquarters at Zvezdara Hill, 
built  between 1929 - 1932.



Current acvies

Today, AOB is a modern scienfic instuToday, AOB is a modern scienfic instu-
on, which is developing intensively. Re-
search that is currently carried out at AOB 
covers variety of the astronomical topics. 
The AOB scienfic staff successfully works 
on Kinemacs and Dynamics of Celesal 
Bodies, Acve Galacc Nuclei, which are 
connected to the existence of supermasconnected to the existence of supermas-
sive black holes in galacc centres, model-
ling of Stellar and Galacc Systems, Cos-
mology, Astrobiology, binary stars, Solar 
Physics and History and Philosophy of 
Physics and Astronomy.  

The AOB researchers graduated from the 
University of Belgrade, where most of them 
obtained their Master’s degree. One part 
earned PhD degrees at the same University 
and the other at Universies in the US and 
Europe. The AOB researchers have achieved 
an excellent collaboraon with colleagues 
from all over the world. Organized visits to from all over the world. Organized visits to 
EU and overseas research instuons as well 
as the visits of internaonal experts have 
greatly contributed to the advancement of 
Astronomy in Serbia. 
The Astronomical Observatory employs 58 
staff members, with 43 researchers among 
that number (23 with a Master and 20 with 
a PhD degree).

2. Scienfic 
research
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The scienfic research is performed through 
nine projects (with six basic research science 
projects presented in this publicaon, where 
AOB is the leading research instuon) that are 
approved and financed by the Ministry of Edu-
caon and Science of the Republic of Serbia. All 
project parcipants are listed at the end of the 
publipublicaon.  
The results are published in naonal, but also 
in refereed internaonal journals. There are a 
total number of 40 to 50 papers per year, 
which are published in presgious internaonal 
journals. Based on the Ministry of Educaon 
and Science rangs, projects run by AOB have 
been tradionally among the top rated science 
prprojects in Serbia in the past 10 years.

Orion Nebula.
Image: NASA/ESA HST6

3. Projects

Antenna galaxy.
Image: NASA/ESA  HST.
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Ana Vudragović 
(née Lalović),
 PhD student

            In my PhD thesis I process 
data obtained by observing gal-
axies in different parts of the 
spectrum. Those observaons 
contain informaon which we 
believe could help us under-
stand how galaxies evolve and 
interact. We are trying to under-
stand if there is only one param-
eter which regulates the galacc 
evoluon.

“

Dr. Srđan Samurović graduated and obtained his 
Master’s degree from the Department of Astronomy, 
Belgrade University. He received his PhD tle from the 
University of Trieste. He studies the problem of dark 
maer in spiral and ellipcal galaxies, which is one of the 
most important problems in contemporary Astrophysics 
and Cosmology. To date, the problem of dark maer in 
ellipcal galaxies was most completely presented in his ellipcal galaxies was most completely presented in his 
monograph Dark Maer in Ellipcal Galaxies (2007, Publ.  
Astron. Obs. Belgrade, No. 81). He is the coordinator of 
the BELISSIMA project. He is currently the member of the 
managing board of AOB.

Visible and Invisible Maer in Nearby Galaxies: 
Theory and Observaons *

*p
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Project leader: Dr. Srđan Samurović

In our project we study visible and invisible maer in nearby galaxies of various mor-
phological types.  We know about its presence only by its gravitaonal effects on vis-
ible maer. Our research is based on the sample of nearby galaxies which includes 
spiral, lencular and ellipcal galaxies. For the analysis of kinemacs and dynamics of 
these objects, while taking into account their chemical composion, we use both spec-
troscopic and photometric observaons. We also analyse the problem of dust in galax-
ies. We compare the features of isolated galaxies with the features of galaxies in clus-
ters and groups; we also compare the features of nearby galaxies to the features of ters and groups; we also compare the features of nearby galaxies to the features of 
the Milky Way galaxy. The problem of the Galacc habitable zone is another interest-
ing part of our project. The limits and posions of the zone which depend on the evo-
luon of interstellar maer within the disk are analysed. We especially pay aenon 
to the problem of dark maer in ellipcal galaxies. Because of observaonal problems 
related to this morphological type, a disproporonately small number of those galax-
ies have been analysed in literature, with respect to their spiral kin, to reach firm con-
clusions related to the existence and distribuon of dark maer in them. Within our clusions related to the existence and distribuon of dark maer in them. Within our 
project there is a subproject for preparatory studies, design and construcon of the 
roboc telescope "Milanković" (see page 19 of this publicaon).

Galaxy Centaurus A. Image: ESO.
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Marko Stalevski, 
PhD student

Dr. Luka Č. Popović, research professor at the AOB, deals 
with the spectroscopic study of celesal objects and phe-
nomena such as quasars, blazars, gravitaonal lenses, emis-
sion from accreon disk around black holes and gamma 
flares. He was guest editor of numerous internaonal and 
naonal publicaons (e.g. New Astronomy Review, Journal 
of Physics: CS, American Instute of Physics: CS, Publica-
ons of Astronomical Observatory, etc.). He is the organizer ons of Astronomical Observatory, etc.). He is the organizer 
of a number of domesc and internaonal conferences. Ac-
vely parcipates in the popularizaon of Astronomy and 
Science in general.

The project will examine parcularly mysterious objects located in the centres of acve gal-
axies which are known for emission of the strong radiaon, from X-ray and gamma to the 
distant radio waves. These objects are called Acve Galacc Nuclei (AGN). It is believed that 
supermassive black holes are hiding in their centres. Based on the spectra of these objects 
and changes in the detected radiaon, we invesgate the kinemac and dynamic condions 
prevailing in the centres of galaxies, and what is the connecon to the stellar structure sur-
rounding the galaxy. Among these objects are exoc objects such as quasars, i.e. brightest 
and most distant objects in the sky. We also perform studies of gravitaonal macro-and and most distant objects in the sky. We also perform studies of gravitaonal macro-and 
micro-lenses. Gravitaonal lenses are the phenomena where massive galaxies (which are 
oen not seen with the largest telescopes) with their gravity deflect the path of light coming 
from distant objects (mostly quasars), making two effects: distoron of the object's image 
and the increase of object's brightness. As the result, gravitaonal lenses are natural tel-
escopes, i.e. some remote objects would not be visible without the influence of gravitaonal 
lenses. Finally, a special secon of research relates to the nature of gamma-ray bursts, as yet 
unexplained phenomenon where enormous amounts of energy are released.unexplained phenomenon where enormous amounts of energy are released.

“            I am currently working on modelling of the 
dust torus in Acve Galacc 
Nuclei (AGN) and the study 
of influence of gravitaonal 
lenses on the radiaon from 
the torus. I am also intere-
sted in accreon disks of sted in accreon disks of 
AGNs, gravitaonal lens 
systems and the transfer of 
radiaon with Monte Carlo 
method.

Acve galaxy Mrk 493, taken with 6-m telescope from the Special 
Astrophisical Observatory, in combinaon with an image from HST 
(central, magnified part). Popović et al., published in 2009, Astrop-
hysical Journal, 137, 354.

Astrophysical spectroscopy of 
extragalacc objects *

Project leader: Dr. Luka Č. Popović
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In my work I ana-
lyse stellar populaon in 
Acve Galacc Nuclei 
(AGN). I am parcularly 
interested in how much 
star radiaon from the 
host galaxy affects the 
total AGN radiaon, and total AGN radiaon, and 
how precisely we can 
remove what is coming 
from the stars and ana-
lyse the pure AGN radia-
on.

“

Gravitaon and the Large Scale 
Structure of the Universe *
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Project leader: Dr. Predrag Jovanović 

Illustraon: black hole.

Nataša Bon
 (née Gavrilović),
PhD student

Dr. Predrag Jovanović is a senior scienfic associate at 
the Astronomical Observatory Belgrade. He defended 
his thesis “Influence of the Gravitaonal Micro Lensing 
on the X-ray Radiaon from the Accreon Disk in 
Acve Galaxies” in 2005. His research interests lie in 
the fields of gravitaonal lenses, supermassive black 
holes, acve galaxies, and Cosmology. Unl now, he 
has published more than 90 papers, 15 of which were has published more than 90 papers, 15 of which were 
published in the leading internaonal journals.  He is a 
member of Internaonal Astronomical Union (IAU 
commission 28 - Galaxies, and commission 47 - 
Cosmology). He is currently the member of the 
managing board of AOB.  

The main scienfic objecve of the project "Gravitaon and the Large Scale Structure of the 
Universe" is a research into extragalacc and cosmological phenomena operated by gravity. 
Gravity plays a major role in the formaon and evoluon of such hierarchical structure of the 
Cosmos, for which adequate research is essenal in modern Astrophysics and Cosmology. In 
our project we are dealing with theorecal studies, numerical simulaons and comparing the 
modelled results with astronomical observaons. More specifically, we invesgate the effects 
of strong gravitaonal fields near supermassive black holes, their acvies, growth and 
radiaon from their accreon disks. Special aenon will be given to applicaons of radiaon from their accreon disks. Special aenon will be given to applicaons of 
gravitaonal lenses, to studying Geometry and Physics in the vicinity of supermassive black 
holes, to galaxy clusters and the properes of distant background sources, to the distribuon 
of visible and dark maer, to the determinaon of cosmological parameters and to studying 
the structure of the Cosmos on large scales in the different epochs of its evoluon. Main 
subject of a new branch of Astronomy - Gravitaonal Wave Astronomy, are especially 
interesng objects known as supermassive black holes binaries. They occur in galaxies in 
collision and their coalescence presents the most powerful sources of gravitaonal waves.collision and their coalescence presents the most powerful sources of gravitaonal waves.
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“

Jelena Kovačević, 
PhD student

Influence of Collisions on Spectra 
in Astrophysical Plasma *

Project leader: Dr. Milan S. Dimitrijević

         Acve Galacc Nuclei 
are one of the most intrigu-
ing objects in the Universe. 
Supermassive black hole in 
their centre aracts the sur-
rounding maer, and this is 
followed by the release of 
huge amounts of energy. In huge amounts of energy. In 
my work I analyse spectra 
coming from these objects, 
which can reveal their com-
plex structure and physical 
condions there. 

Exoplanet, Gliese 581. Illustraon: ESO.
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Dr. Milan Dimitrijević is a scienfic advisor. He was director 
of the Astronomical Observatory, chief editor of the 
Vasiona, Serbian Astronomical Journal and Publicaons of 
the Astronomical Observatory, president of the 
Astronomical Society Ruđer Bošković and Federal Minister 
for Science, Technology and Development. Now he is the 
president of the Society of Astronomers of Serbia. He wrote 
the books the books Serbian Astronomers in the Index of Scienfic 
Citaons in the Tweneth Century and Astronomical 
Spectroscopy. He also published series entled Study of the 
Spectral Lines in Yugoslavia and Serbia I-V, Belgrade 
Astronomical Observatory in the years from 1995 to 2000. 

He is the co-author of Astronomy textbook for secondary schools. Author of poetry books 
Cosmic Flower and Poetry. He is a screenwriter, host and protagonist of a dozen television 
series on Astronomy, and a member of the Associaon of Writers.

We invesgate the effects of collisions on the spectra of astrophysical plasmas which 
include: determining the Stark broadening parameter, and its influence on spectral lines of 
white dwarfs and the chemically irregular stars A and B types, the influence of solar acvity 
on characteriscs of earth-ionosphere waveguide, and the influence of electric discharges in 
ionosphere. We examine the changes in the ionosphere during dayme caused by increased 
radiaon from the Sun during flares; the influence of inelasc processes in atom - Rydberg 
atom collisions on the kinecs of weakly ionized plasma of the Sun and white dwarfs and 
the Earth's ionosphere, exploring the interacon between high-energy electron beams the Earth's ionosphere, exploring the interacon between high-energy electron beams 
formed in various violent events on the Sun with interplanetary plasma (solar wind). We will 
also invesgate the links between type III radio erupon and Langmuir's oscillaons / 
waves, and also work on the reflecon spectra of exoplanet in the search for biomarkers in 
them.

10
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Dr. Gojko Đurašević obtained his Bachelor and Master de-
grees from the Department of Astronomy of the Math-
emacal Faculty of Belgrade, and prepared his Doctoral 
thesis during scienfic specializaon in Biurakan Astro-
physical Observatory of the Armenian Academy of Sci-
ences, and at the “Sternberg” Naonal Instute of the Na-
onal University “Lomonosov”, under the supervision of 
Prof. Dr. A. M. Cerepascuk. Dr. Đurašević has been holding 
the posion of senior research advisor for the Astronomi-
cal Observatory of Belgrade since 1999, leading the “Stel-
lar Physics” project since 2000. The main topic of his re-
search is the modelling of interacve binary systems.

Project leader: Dr. Gojko Đurašević

The “Stellar Physics” project deals with the study of stars and stellar systems based on photo-
metric and spectroscopic data. The binary systems are of parcular importance to Astronomy 
in general, because masses, sizes and distances to stars can only be determined precisely for 
stars in close couples. This is why binary systems are the ideal astrophysical laboratories for 
tesng theories about the nature of stars. Study of binary systems is mainly conducted 
through modelling – comparing results from simulaons with observed data, and making con-
clusions about the physical parameters of the system in queson using the parameters of the 
simulaon. Our project has made significant discoveries in the field of modelling exoc binary simulaon. Our project has made significant discoveries in the field of modelling exoc binary 
systems with accreon disks and gas streams. Another venue of studying the nature of stars, 
and specifically their internal structure, is through interpretaon of stellar oscillaons. That is 
also one of the subjects of our research. There is a great number of pulsang stars; from the 
Sun, whose surface is in perpetual moon due to innumerable superposed oscillaons, to the 
Cepheids, whose pulsaons can be used as a well-known distance indicator. Asteroseismology, 
the young field of Astronomy that deals with the interpretaon of stellar oscillaons, is making 
progress in large steps thanks to the data from space observatories such as MOST, CoRoT and progress in large steps thanks to the data from space observatories such as MOST, CoRoT and 
Kepler. Collaborang with these internaonal projects is essenal for the success of our re-
search.

Stellar Physics *
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Binary star. Illustraon: David A. Hardy

I am a PhD 
student and in my 
thesis I study variable 
stars, Cepheides, 
which can somemes 
be part of the binary 
systems, that is the 
research focus of the research focus of the 
the whole group.

Monika Jurković,
PhD student

“
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Dr.Dr. Zoran Knežević, senior scienst, corresponding member of 
SANU and the director of the Astronomical Observatory, has 
achieved the most important scienfic results in the field of ce-
lesal mechanics and the theory of chaoc orbits, and in the 
research of movement and physical and dynamic properes of 
solar system bodies. Now he is engaged in the development of 
new methods and algorithms to idenfy moving objects and 
calculatecalculate their orbits for the next generaon sky surveys. An 
asteroid is named aer him (3900) Knežević. He has been the 
president of Commission 7 (Celesal Mechanics and Dynami-
cal Astronomy) of the Internaonal Astronomical Union (IAU) 
for the period 2009-2012 and a member of the Commiee for 

the IAU resoluons. He is the editor in chief of the Serbian Astronomical Journal and Publica-
ons of the Astronomical Observatory of Belgrade. The next project leader Dr. Rade Pavlović 
is currently the member of the managing board of AOB.

Project leader: Dr. Zoran Knežević 

“

The main task of the project is to study the dynamics and kinemacs of small solar system 
bodies, binary and mulple stars, star clusters and the Milky Way. We perform a new classifica-
on into families for hundreds of thousands of asteroids, with special emphasis on asteroids 
with large orbital inclinaon and eccentricity. We examine the chaoc dynamics of small bodies 
by applying the theorem of Nehorosev on real dynamic systems, and slow diffusion of the Arnold 
network resonance. We study the physical parameters and moon of binary and mulple stars 
and determine their orbits. The data obtained are submied to internaonal centres to supple-
ment the database. We plan to introduce new techniques and tools to determine the relave ment the database. We plan to introduce new techniques and tools to determine the relave 
posion of components of close visual binary stars, while wider couples will connue to be ob-
served by CCD camera. We will stascally examine the basic size of the local kinemacs of the 
Galaxy in the Sun's neighbourhood. We also calculate orbits of the stars and star clusters around 
the centre of the Milky Way in order to improve the model.

Asteroid 951 Gaspra. Image: NASA.

Nataša 
Todorović,
PhD student

Dynamics and Kinemacs of Celesal 
Bodies and Systems * 
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Dr. Rade Pavlović,
 the next project leader.
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In my PhD thesis I work on dynamic 
systems, with the focus on phenomenon of the 
chaoc  moons, its detecon and measu-
rements, as well as on matching of the 
observing data with theory. 



BELISSIMA is a three-year long FP7 (Seventh Framework Programme) project, iniated 
in July 2010, coordinated by the Astronomical Observatory of Belgrade. So far, this is 
the most ambious and the biggest project undertaken by AOB, for which the financial 
support is obtained both from the European Commission and the Ministry of Educaon 
and Science of the Republic of Serbia.   

The BELISSIMA project is of an immense significance for Serbia. It will create convenient The BELISSIMA project is of an immense significance for Serbia. It will create convenient 
condions for the return of Serbian researchers working abroad, and thus will reduce 
worryingly high, two-decade long brain-drain that has been affecng our country.  By 
construcng the Milanković Telescope Serbia is opening doors to new technologies in 
the field of Opcs, Astronomy, Informacs, and Electronics, which did not exist in our 
country so far. The BELISSIMA project will play an important role in educang wider 
public and improving scienfic literacy in Serbia. Astronomy is a very aracve science 
and it has a great impact on the people of all generaons. Therefore, the Milanković and it has a great impact on the people of all generaons. Therefore, the Milanković 
Telescope will become a lighthouse of science popularisaon in the region.  

The main goal of the BELISSIMA project is a construcon of the Milun Milanković 
Telescope on the mountain of Vidojevica, near the city of Prokuplje, at the site of the 
already exisng Astronomical Staon Vidojevica. The Milanković Telescope will be 
the state-of-the-art opcal telescope, with a primary mirror 1.5-metre in diameter.  

The Vidojevica Mountain, the 60-cm telescope as seen from the site 
where the MIlanković Telescope will be constructed.

Internaonal and Serbian team of experts at the execuve 
meeng: “Network of Telescopes in the Western Balkans 
Region”. Prokuplje,  27-28. 09. 2010.

BELISSIMA – BELgrade Iniave for Space 
Science, Instrumentaon and Modelling in 
Astrophysics

13
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1. Preparaons and Reinforcement of AOB 
     Project leader: Dr. Zoran Knežević 
2. Purchase, Installaon and Tesng of Observing Equipment.
     Project leader: Dr. Ištvan Vince
3. Human Potenal, Training and Public Outreach. 
     Project leader: Dr. Miroslav Mićić 
     (unl April 2011 the project leader was Dr. Luka Č. Popović)      (unl April 2011 the project leader was Dr. Luka Č. Popović) 
4. Disseminaon and Promoon Acvies.
     Project leader: Dr. Milan Ćirković 
5. Project Management
     Project leader of this WP as well as coordinator of the BELISSIMA project is 
     Dr. Srđan Samurović

 

The advancement of the research capacies 
of AOB will be achieved through emplo-
yment of the experienced researchers, reyment of the experienced researchers, re-
turnees from abroad financed by the Euro-
pean Commission. The BELISSIMA project 
will strengthen and establish new regional 
collaboraon with partners from the West-
ern Balkans, as well as with the leading Eu-
ropean scienfic instuons, and it will in-
tegrate Serbia in the European Research 
Area (ERA). The BELISSIMA project has al-
ready achieved successful collaboraon 
with scienfic instuons in Serbia 
(University of Niš), and it will grow further 
with the development of the project. 
 
The following two pages present two re-
searchers who returned to Serbia through 
the BELISSIMA’s WP1: Dr. MIlan 
Bogosavljević and Dr. Miroslav Mićić.

Dr. Ištvan Vince
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The site at the Vidojevica Mountain top, where 
the Milanković Telescope will be constructed.

The only image of the  blazing meteor 
seen over Serbia in November 2010, 
taken from the AS Vidojevica.

The BELISSIMA project is consisted of five work packages (WPs): 



Dr. Milan Bogosavljević graduated in Astro-
physics at the Department of Astronomy, 
University of Belgrade in 2001, and obtained 
his PhD at the California Instute of Tech-
nology (United States) in 2010. At the Astro-
nomical Observatory he works on the devel-
opment of the modern roboc telescope 
Milanković to be built on Astronomical Sta-
on Vidojevica, near Prokuplje. He is cur-
rently the technical director of the Astro-
nomical Staon Vidojevica. 

Dr. Milan Bogosavljević is also the coordina-
tor of the subproject related to the con-
strucon of the Milanković Telescope, de-
scribed on page 7.

Observaonal Astronomy:
Dr. Milan Bogosavljević   

In order to form a complete picture of the history of the early Universe, it is necessary to combine In order to form a complete picture of the history of the early Universe, it is necessary to combine 
a number of methods of observaon of electromagnec radiaon. Decomposing the radiaon 
into a spectrum provides us with detailed informaon about the physical condions along the 
whole path of light to the observer. In today's era of large telescopes and space observatories, as-
tronomers have the opportunity to examine light from stars and Acve Galacc Nuclei, dang 
back to the me when galaxies were sll in their formave stage. How did the galaxies form is a 
complicated issue about which there is sll much to be learned.   

Dr. Milan Bogosavljević had the opportunity to explore distant galaxies at the world's largest ob-
servatories. Using photometric and spectroscopic methods, he was searching for rare examples of 
quasars with the 1.2m, 1.5m and 5-meter Hale telescope at Mount Palomar Observatory in Cali-
fornia. With the powerful 10 meter telescope of the W.M. Keck Observatory in Hawaii, he made a 
measurement of the amount of ionizing radiaon escaping from galaxies, which heats the interga-
lacc gas. This parameter is very important for our understanding of the evoluon of maer in 
the early Universe. A surprising discovery was that most young galaxies can create a huge glowing 
"blob" around them that can be seen only at a specific wavelength of Lyman-alpha line. This was 
previously thought to be an extremely rare occurrence. 

The picture shows part of the image from the Hubble 
Space Telescope with a multude of distant galaxies. 
Labelled with a red circle is the galaxy DRG64, how it 
appeared 10 billion years ago, and it is a barely visible 
smudge even with the power of the Space Telescope. 
Around it, the contours show the "blob" of luminous 
gas that has recently been discovered using high-sensi-
vity images at the wavelength of the first transion in vity images at the wavelength of the first transion in 
the hydrogen atom (Lyman-alpha).
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Dr. Miroslav Mićić graduated at the Depart-
ment of Astronomy, Belgrade University in 
2000. In 2007 he received his Doctorate in 
Astronomy and Astrophysics at the Pennsyl-
vania State University. He worked as a re-
search associate at the Department of Phys-
ics, Vanderbilt University in the USA and the 
Instute for Astronomy at the University of 
Sydney in Australia. As part of theorecal re-
search he led massive, parallel, high-resolu-
on numerical simulaons at the Columbia 
supercomputer (NASA), ACCRA supercom-
puter (Vanderbilt University, USA) and Green 
supercomputer (Australia). He also works on 
the development of methods for analysis 
and visualizaon of numerical simulaons.   
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Theorecal Astronomy:
Dr. Miroslav Mićić 

At the centres of almost all massive galaxies lies a supermassive black hole. Their mass ex-
ceeds the mass of our Sun billions of mes. Even though we know where they are thanks to 
precise observaons, their origin is one of the biggest mysteries of modern Astronomy. 

By using cosmological numerical simulaons on supercomputers, Dr. Miroslav Mićić studies 
the formaon and evoluon of supermassive black holes in the Local Group of galaxies. In his 
work, Dr. Mićić was tesng various approaches to solving this problem and explained under 
which circumstances our galaxy is also able to produce a black hole at its centre. In addion, 
Dr. Mićić has discovered that as an inevitable consequence of this process, a multude of less 
massive black holes also forms and roams the extragalacc space. Dr. Mićić is also working on 
numerical simulaons of formaon of Andromeda galaxy in order to explain the origin of its 
substructure, the formaon of local dwarf galaxies and isolated galaxies; consequences of substructure, the formaon of local dwarf galaxies and isolated galaxies; consequences of 
ejecon of black holes from the  galaxies due to the emission of gravitaonal waves aer the 
collision.

In the picture you can see hundreds of collisions 
of massive black holes on their way to the centre 
of the Milky Way. Each black hole is represented 
by a circle where the radius of the circle is scaled 
to the mass of the black hole. Black holes grow 
through accreon of gas and collisions, and they 
reach over one billion solar masses at the end of 
their evoluon. their evoluon. 



4. Instrumentaon and equipment

Astronomical Staon Vidojevica 

The newly founded Astronomical Staon is located at the mountain of VidojeThe newly founded Astronomical Staon is located at the mountain of Vidoje-
vica near the city of Prokuplje, 1155 metres above the sea level. Since 2005 a 
telescope observatory dome and accommodaon pavilion have been built, in-
frastructure works finalised and the wireless internet connecon provided. 
The accommodaon pavilion has a large conference room and is fully equi-
pped for the stay of astronomers, technicians and other staff members. A te-
lescope observatory dome, 6 metres in diameter, has a rotang circular roof 
and it houses a telescope with a 60-cm primary mirror.  and it houses a telescope with a 60-cm primary mirror.  

Vidojevica is one of the rare mountains in Serbia with dark skies, where the 
light polluon is minimal. Acquired astroclimate data also indicates that Vido-
jevica is a very convenient site for astronomical observaons in Serbia. A me-
teorological staon is sited on Vidojevica Mountain with the all-sky camera 
and seeing monitor. The automac equipment is connuously collecng astro-
climate data (temperature, humidity, atmospheric transparency, etc.) on this 
locaon. This will help the AOB experts with selecng the adequate telescope 
and scienfic instruments. and scienfic instruments. 

The construcon of the telescope dome and the pavilion together with the 
purchase of the smaller telescope (60 cm) was financed by the Ministry of 
Educaon and Science, which will also provide funds for the construcon of 
the Milanković Telescope dome. 

In the second phase of BELISSIMA project, a dome will be finished by 2013 
in order to host the largest robosed telescope in the Western Balkans, 
Milun Milanković. 

One of the AOB telescopes:
the Great Refractor 
at the Zvezdara Hill.

Galaxy M51. Image taken at 
AS Vidojevica, using 60-cm 
telescope.

60-cm telescope.

Night sky over
 AS Vidojevica.

60-cm telescope.60-cm telescope dome.
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Astronomical Staon Vidojevica houses a telescope with a primary 
mirror 60 cm in diameter. The dome, as well as the infrastructure 
work were finalised and the telescope is fully operaonal. The purwork were finalised and the telescope is fully operaonal. The pur-
chase of the telescope and the dome construcon were both finan-
cially supported by Ministry of Science and Technological Develop-
ment. The telescope will be used for the observaon of celesal 
bodies designated by the adequate scienfic programmes. The re-
quested observing me will be awarded to the astronomers from 
AOB and other observatories from the region and elsewhere. Moreo-
ver, the observing me will be awarded to students for training and 

their professional development. The 60-cm telescope began 
its operaon and the first images were obtained in May 2011. 

One of the observing programmes 
has already shown the results.

Binary star WDS14165+2007 
observed with the 60 cm 

telescope in June 2011 by Dr. 
Zorica Cvetković, Dr. Rade 

Pavlović and Milan Stojanović.

Dr. Zorica Cvetković

The 60-cm Telescope
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Recently, the first observaons of 
visually binary stars have been 
made. These first results to be used 
for scienfic purposes will be sub-
mied to the internaonal data-
base - they will be used for the cal-
culaons of orbital elements. The 
determinaon of relave posions determinaon of relave posions 
of the components of wider pairs 
will be performed using the images 
obtained with this telescope. The 
determinaon of relave posions of the components of close pairs will be done by 
using the Milanković Telescope. The purchase of the new equipment for the newer 
observaonal technique (speckle interferometry) is planned. Thus, the six-decade 
long tradion of discovering and observing binary stars, and the study of their 
moon and physical parameters by Belgrade astronomers is being connued. 



The roboc Milun Milanković Telescope is the 
most ambious project undertaken by the As-
tronomical Observatory of Belgrade. It is named 
aer one of the Serbian most prominent scien-
sts Milun Milanković. 

It is expected that the 1.5-m primary mirror of It is expected that the 1.5-m primary mirror of 
the telescope will make the most of the observ-
ing condions in Serbia. It will work as a part of 
the internaonal telescope network and it will 
forge collaboraons with the universies and 
scienfic instutes in Europe. 

The sciensts expect that the Milanković Tel-
escope will lead to a series of scienfic discover-
ies. Through the relevant observing progra-
mmes, this telescope will enable further studies 
of the binary and variable  stars. The telescope 
capacies will also be used for the observaons

Aer the compleon of the construcon in 2013, 
this telescope will be one of the leading observ-
ing facilies in the enre region of the South-
Eastern Europe. It will bring Serbia to the focal 
point of scienfic research in the field of modern 
Observaonal Astronomy. The telescope will be 
controlled and monitored via real-me internet 
connecon and the on-site operators will not be connecon and the on-site operators will not be 
necessary. At the me being, a telescope of this 
size, working in such a regime does not exist in 
the Western Balkan region. 

The Milun Milanković Telescope
of nearby spiral and ellipcal galaxies using vari-
ous  astronomical techniques, such as Photom-
etry and Spectroscopy, the study of the mass of 
the Milky Way galaxy, and the detecon of the 
small bodies lurking in the Galacc halo and ob-
servaon of the small Solar System bodies – 
comets and asteroids.  

The Milun Milanković Telescope will also enable 
a number of the new observing programmes that 
will be of crucial importance for the development 
of Astronomy in Serbia, as well as for future inte-
graon of Serbia into current internaonal ob-
serving programmes. Therefore, Serbian astrono-
mers will be able to address some of the biggest 
challenges and far-reaching goals of modern As-
tronomy. That will include the search for exo-
planets, the study of supernovae and gamma-ray 
bursts - the most violent explosions in the Uni-
verse since the Big Bang - as well as the observa-
ons of blazars, Acve Galacc Nuclei, which are 
connected to the existence of supermassive 
black holes in galacc centres. 

The funds needed for the purchase of the tel-
escope were partly obtained from the European 
Commission, through the FP7 REGPOT project 
BELISSIMA, with a considerable parcipaon of 
the Republic of Serbia. The construcon of the 
MilankovićTelescope observing dome will be fi-
nanced by the Republic of Serbia.

19The Milky Way center. Image: Giulio Pepe.

Whirlpool galaxy. Image: NASA/ESA HST.



Astronomical Observatory has a stable and accurate me scale for 
the current astronomical and physical research. AOB has caesium 
Cs atomic clock that is used in about 70% of the laboratories 
around the world taking part in obtaining a me scale. Atomic 
clock is important for the AOB for astronomical observaon in the 
study of Earth rotaon, astrometry of stars, comets, minor planets 
and so on. AOB accurate meline can be used by other instuons 
in the country. The atomic clock can be found at the following web in the country. The atomic clock can be found at the following web 
address: 

Some of the most spectacular phenomena in the sky have always 
been eclipses, when the Earth is in the same direcon with the 
Sun and the Moon. The most obvious is the change of day and 
night (due to Earth's rotaonal moon around its axis) and the 
change of seasons (as a result of the Earth's rotaon around the 
Sun, i.e. the revoluon). All these moons have been acvely 
studied for over a century at the AOB. During more than fiy years 
the original astronomical observaons have been gathered, the original astronomical observaons have been gathered, 
carried out at the AOB by several instruments, processed and sent 
to all relevant internaonal centres that deal with this problem.  A 
number of Masters and Doctoral dissertaons are the fruit of such 
research. Due to the achieved measurement accuracy and the 
knowledge that the Earth's movement is very complex, today we 
measure me with the atomic clocks (following the clock with a 
pendulum and quartz clocks).pendulum and quartz clocks).

Atomic clock

hp://me.aob.rs.
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5. Publicaons

Library of the Astronomical Observatory 
is the largest and most comprehensive scienfic and is the largest and most comprehensive scienfic and 
professional astronomical library in Serbia. To the in-
terested users library offers over 5,000 books and 
about 100 000 issues of periodical publicaons in 
the field of Astronomical and Astrophysical research. 
An electronic catalogue is being draed, and the li-
brary of the Astronomical Observatory will be in-
cluded in the shared cataloguing system as a part of 
the electronic catalogue COBIB.SR Mutual.

Astronomical Observatory Belgrade publishes:  

Serbian Astronomical Journal
and

Publicaons of the Astronomical 
Observatory.
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Publicaons of the Astronomical Observatory

Astronomical Observatory has been publishing the Publicaons of the Astronomical ObserAstronomical Observatory has been publishing the Publicaons of the Astronomical Obser-
vatory (ISSN: 0373-3742) since 1947. This series contains monographs, extended versions of 
the masters and PhD theses, as well as astronomical conference proceedings which are held 
in Serbia (Naonal Conference of Astronomers, held every three years), but also from other 
scienfic meengs. Occasionally, this publicaon includes historical topics that are valuable 
for studies related to the founding and development of the Astronomical Observatory. 90 
Publicaons have been published to date.  

The Publicaons of the Astronomical Observatory of Belgrade are included in the leading daThe Publicaons of the Astronomical Observatory of Belgrade are included in the leading da-
tabase of the internaonal conference proceedings, ISI Proceedings. Electronic edion of the 
Publicaons is available at the following address:                                                            . hp://www.aob.bg.ac.rs/paob/

Serbian Astronomical Journal (SAJ)

Serbian Astronomical Journal  (ISSN:  1450-698X)  has been published under that name since Serbian Astronomical Journal  (ISSN:  1450-698X)  has been published under that name since 
1998. It first appeared as a follow-up of the Bullen Astronomique de Belgrade journal 
(1992-1998), which originally included Bullen de l’ Observatoire Astronomique de Belgrade 
(1936-1992) and Publicaons of Department of Astronomy (1969-1992). Astronomical Ob-
servatory together with Department for Astronomy at the College of Mathemacs at Bel-
grade University collaborates on the publishing of the journal.  The journal is published twice 
a year, in June and December. By the beginning of 2011, 180 issues had been published.  

SAJ is published in English and it has an internaonal editorial board. Refereed by both naSAJ is published in English and it has an internaonal editorial board. Refereed by both na-
onal and internaonal experts, published scienfic papers cover various astronomical and 
astrophysical topics and topics in related scienfic fields. Both domesc and foreign authors 
may submit their papers to the journal.  SAJ is ranked as one of the leading scienfic journals 
in Serbia, and it is one of the leading astronomical journals in the region. It is our hope that, 
through gathering of a significant number of authors and through a selecon of current sci-
enfic topics, the journal will acquire more widespread internaonal recognion. It is in-
cluded in several bibliographic databases, among which the NASA Astrophysics Data System cluded in several bibliographic databases, among which the NASA Astrophysics Data System 
and the Scopus database of the well-known ELSEVIER publisher are the most prominent.  It 
is available in electronic form, through the following website                                               and 
also via DOISERBIA service of The Serbian Naonal Library.

hp://saj.ma.bg.ac.rs/
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6. Astronomy Museum
Astronomical Observatory Belgrade has allo-
cated a part of its space to the foundaon of 
the Museum of Astronomy. In this way, valu-
able astronomical heritage of Serbia will 
become available to all who are interested in 
scienfic and cultural heritage and look into 
the starry sky. Astronomical Observatory at 
Zvezdara, aer 124 years of its existence, has 
exceponal sets of old astronomical instru-
ments and their accessories (unique or made 
in limited edions specifically for the Belgrade 
Observatory), old and rare books, journals, 
papers and documents, atlases and celesal 
maps.

Bearing in mind the necessity of preserving, pro-
tecng and presenng the total astronomical herit-
age, in 2005, it was decided that the area of the As-
tronomical Observatory in Zvezdara, pavilions, 
which are no longer used for observaonal work, 
create a permanent exhibion. Content se ng is 
designed to include astronomical, meteorological 
and seismological scienfic and cultural heritage of 
Serbia, from the very beginnings up to now. In line 
with such goals projects have been prepared to 
define contents of museum collecons, their ar-
rangement, manner of presentaon and mulme-
dia presentaon.  

Museum will consist of four pavilions within 
the Observatory: the great passage instru-
ment, a large vercal circle, large and small 
meridian circle. In addion, it is envisaged 
that the museum complex, due to its ex-
ceponal architectural value, also host the 
library of the Astronomical Observatory. As 
in many rooms of the Museum of Serbia 
appropriate programs will be selected, 
which will unravel the secrets of the Uni-
verse to the general public in an accessible 
way. It is envisaged that in the Open doors 
days of the Museum of Astronomy visitors 
will have a chance to, during the clear 
nights, look at the starry sky, using a large 
refractor of the Astronomical Observatory.

Veselka Trajkovska

The AOB library 23



7. The AOB Staff 

Research professors:

Zoran Knežević  [011, 021]*
Milan Ćirković  [021]
Milan S. Dimitrijević  [002]
Gojko Đurašević  [004]
Slobodan Jankov  [004]
Slobodan Ninković  Slobodan Ninković  [011]
Luka Č. Popović  [001, 003]
Ištvan Vince  [004, 021]
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Senior research associate:

Zorica Cvetković  [011, 021]
Darko Jevremović  [002]
Predrag Jovanović  [001, 003]
Srđan Samurović  [021]

Research associate:

Milan Bogosavljević  [021]   
Edi Bon  [001, 003]
Goran Damljanović  [011]
Miroslav Mićić  [021]
Rade Pavlović  [011, 021]    
Zoran Simić  Zoran Simić  [001, 002]    
Oliver Vince  [004, 021] 
Branislav Vukoć   [021]

Name and surname:

2419 - 553
3089 - 079
3089 - 072
3089 - 079
3089 - 067
3089 - 089
3089 - 0793089 - 079
3089 - 072

Phone [011]:

3089 - 089
3089 - 076
3089 - 068
3089 - 074

3089 - 074
3089 - 068
3089 - 078
3089 - 074
3089 - 075
3089 - 068
3089 - 0783089 - 078
3089 - 074

zoran
mcirkovic
mdimitrijevic
gdjurasevic
sjankov
sninkovic
lpopoviclpopovic
ivince

email [@aob.rs]

zorica
darko
pjovanovic
srdjan

mbogosavljevic  
ebon
gdamljanovic 
micic      
rpavlovic  
zsimic   
ovince
bvukocbvukoc  

Nemanja Marnović

Milan Stojanović

Dr. Branislav Vukoć

Dr. Oliver Vince

Olivera LatkovićAla Čeki

Dr. Edi Bon Dr. Zoran Simić
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Nenad Milovanović  
Vojislava Proć Benišek  
Dragana Tankosić   
Veselka Trajkovska  

3089 - 068
3089 - 069
  
3089 - 071

nmilovanovic  
vproc   
dtankosic  
vtrajkovska  

Library:

Vesna Mijatović   
Marko Popović   

Administraon:

Sreten Stepanović       
Slavica Pavić   
Gordana Dakić
Milan Radovanac
Vlada Benišek
Mijodrag LankićMijodrag Lankić   
Slobodan Janković
Ljubiša Spasić
Jela Pešić
Predrag Usć
Vlado Đurđević
Radivoje Đurković
      

3089 - 063   
3089 - 063

2404 - 513
3089 - 065

3089 - 075
3089 - 069

vesna
marko

Name and surname:Name and surname: Phone [011]:email [@aob.rs]Phone [011]:email [@aob.rs]

Research assistants:

Nataša Bon  [001, 003]
Ala Čeki [004, 021]
Jelena Kovačević  [001, 002]
Ana Vudragović  [021]
Olivera Latković  [004]
Marko Stalevski  Marko Stalevski  [001, 003]
Nataša Todorović  [011]
Nemanja Marnović  [021]

Junior research assistants:

Milena Jovanović  [021] 
Monika Jurković  [004]
Ivana Milić  [011]
Ivan Milić   [004]
Milan Stojanović  [011]
Veljko VujčićVeljko Vujčić 

3089 - 068
3089 - 087
3089 - 068
3089 - 074
3089 - 071 
3089 - 068
3089 - 0693089 - 069
3089 - 079

Associates:

Đura Božičković
Ivana Damjanov   
Sanja Danilović   
Sanja Erkapić    
Bora Jovanović 
Snežana Marković-KršljaninSnežana Marković-Kršljanin 

3089 - 074
3089 - 071 
3089 - 069
3089 - 079
3089 - 089
3089 - 076

3089 - 087

3089 - 076
3089 - 078
3089 - 076

ngavrilovic 
a la 
jkovacevicjkovacevic    
ana     
olivia     
mstalevski    
ntodorovic
nmarnovic   
  

milena
mojur
ivana     
milic    
mstojanovic  
veljko

djbozickovic  
idamjanov  
sdanilovic  
serkapic  
bjovanovic  
smarkovic 25
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Bus line number     .65

Bus line number      and
tram line number      and     .

77
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How to get to the Observatory? Working hours:

The Observatory welcomes visitors every 
work day from                 .

Group visits should be arranged in 
advance.

09 - 17 h

Contact:

Astronomical Observatory
Belgrade 
Volgina 7, P.Fah 74 
11060 Belgrade,
 Serbia 

tel/fax. +381-(0)11-2419-553tel/fax. +381-(0)11-2419-553

Web: www.aob.rs 
           belissima.aob.rs
e-mail: contact@aob.rs
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